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EMX65 / EMX85 European Championship: 

Central Europe zone and South East zone 

 

 
 

Thrilling weekend for the EMX65 / EMX85 European Championship with the third round of 

the Central Europe Zone and the second of the South East zone. 

 

After the first event in Denmark and the second in the Netherlands, the city of Reutlingen, 

Germany, hosted the third and last round of the Central Europe Zone. On Sunday, more 

than 60 riders were at the start for the final round of this zone, after a heavy-rainy 

Saturday. 

 

EMX85 



 

 

Absent in the Netherlands, Victor Leppala (KTM) was back in action and set an amazing 

double win. In Race 1 the Belgian rider ruled from the start to the end, while current 

leader Hyden Statt (KTM) had to settle with P3. Second position for Danish rider Bertram 

Thorius (Yamaha). 

Race 2 saw an intense battle for the first positions. In the middle of the race Leppala took 

the leadership and went straight to the victory ahead of home rider Neo Nindelt (GasGas) 

and Statt. 

 

EMX65 

Home rider Luca Nierychlo (Husqvarna) ruled both races, scoring 50 perfect points. In Race 

1 the muddy conditions made the fight for the second position very hard: at the end British 

rider Jett Gardiner (KTM) was second ahead of the Dutch Kas Van Hamond (GasGas). 

In Race 2 Nierychlo put on another double win. Behind him, undisturbed Gardiner finished 

another time second, securing P2 in the overall too. Fierce battle for the third position 

between Haakon Ronning (Husqvarna), Dominik Hason (KTM) and Van Hamond. 

 

 

EMX85 top three 

1. Victor Leppala, BEL 

2. Neo Nindelt, GER 

3. Hayden Statt, GBR  

 

EMX65 top three 

1. Luca Nierychlo, GER  

2. Jett Gardiner, GBR 

3. Kash Van Hamond, NED 

 

 

The well-know Afyonkarahisar track, in Türkiye, was the perfect venue for the second 

round of the South East zone after the first round in Bulgaria. 



 

 

 

EMX85 

Round 1 winner Sami Alexandru Dumitru (KTM) put in a masterpiece Race1.The young 

Romanian rider won leading the race from the start to the end, but a penalization for 

jump on yellow flag dropped him to P11. Is the Hungarian Szoke Mark (Husqvarna) to take 

advantage from the situation, taking 25 important points. Behind him home hero Efe Okur 

(KTM) and Bulgarian rider Pavel Markov (Husqvarna). 

Strong in his first success, Mark won Race2 ahead of Dumitru and Okur. 

 

EMX65 

Third in the first round in Bulgaria, Nikola Mutafchiev (GasGas) won Race 1 after an 

amazing head-to-head with Romanian rider Andrei Susanu (KTM). Third position for home 

rider Aydin Haliloglu (KTM). 

Race 2 is the Serbian Viktor Kolnookov (KTM) to rule and win ahead of Mutafchiev and 

Susanu. 

 

 

EMX85 top three 

1. Szoke Mark, HUN 

2. Efe Okur, TUR 

3. Ana Kolnookov, SRB 

 

EMX65 top three 

1. Nikola Mutafchiev, BUL 

2. Viktor Kolnookov, SRB 

3. Andrei Susanu, ROM 



 

 

Moto2 European Championship, ETC and Stock: 

round 3 in Barcelona 

 

 
 

Round 3 head to amazing Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya, Spain, and the action did not 

disappoint. Dani Muñoz (Gas Up Racing Team) did the double in the Moto2™ European 

Championship. In the European Talent Cup, Marco Morelli continued to show what a future 

talent he is with victory, while Lorenzo Dalla Porta (Yamaha GV Racing) cemented his 

position atop the title standings in the Stock™ European Championship. 

 

Moto2 

Casadei struggling at the start and Muñoz, Navarro and Garcia breaking away, however, 

this time they were joined by Eric Fernandez (FAU55 TEY Racing) and Surra.  

All five led the race at some point before Muñoz assumed control ahead of Navarro, and 

the two left the rest of the field in their wake and, in a repeat of Race 1, that’s how they 

finished.  

The battle for the final podium position wasn’t over yet as Garcia held third ahead of a 

hard-charging Unai Orradre (STV Laglisse Racing) but on the penultimate lap it all changed 



 

 

as the #31 went from P3 to P5 and then out of the race as Orradre and Casadei, who had 

mounted another comeback, came steaming through. Garcia encountered technical 

difficulties and it was Orradre who claimed P3, with Casadei taking back the Championship 

lead ahead of Portimao. 

 

ETC 

In the European Talent Cup, Marco Morelli showed off his class to romp home to his second 

win of the campaign by 2.9s, with David Gonzalez (AC Racing Team) and Giulio Pugliese 

(CFMoto Aspar Team) joining him on the podium.  

Morelli started from pole, and the Argentinian pulled the pin early to clear off into the 

distance to avoid a dramatic podium battle behind him. Carlos Cano (SeventyTwo Artbox 

Racing Team) came from the back of the grid and dragged a freight train of riders with 

him to catch Gonzalez and Pugliese in the podium places, and just as the Spaniard looked 

to make his move on the last lap, he was clipped by Valentin Perrone (Frando Racing VHC 

Team) and sent flying into the gravel to record a  Barcelona blank. As a result, Morelli 

once again takes control of the Championship chase with two races coming up in 

Portimao.  

 

Stock 

As per usual, the Stock ECh rounded out the day’s proceedings as Lorenzo Dalla Porta 

sealed his second win of the campaign in scintillating style. Joining the Championship 

leader on the podium were Mario Mayor (Yamaha GV Racing) and Demis Mihaila (MDR 

Competition), with victory yet again decided on the final lap.  

Mayor took the lead at Turn 1, and it looked like the Spaniard was set for a maiden win in 

the class, but a stunning Turn 12 move from polesitter Dalla Porta saw him fire it up the 

inside of the #82 for victory.  

 

 

 



 

 

EMX125 and EMX250 European Championship: 

perfect win and red plate for Valin on home soil in EMX250, 

while Mancini set two in a row in EMX125 

 

 
 

The fourth round of the EMX250 and fifth of EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing went to St 

Jean D'Angely during the Monster Energy MXGP of France. As we are now used to witness, 

the French fans show so much passion and enthusiasm for motocross and came in numbers, 

braving the changing weather conditions over the weekend which made this round another 

exceptional event. 

The French round went perfectly for Bud Racing Kawasaki's Mathis Valin in EMX250 with a 

1-1 and grabing the Red Plate for the first time this season, giving the the home fans a lot 

to cheer on in the incredible atmosphere. In EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing a back to 

back overall win for Fantic Factory Racing EMX125’s Simone Mancini showed how he 

placed himself as a serious contender for the championship. 

 

EMX250 

n Race 1, several riders got involved in a crash on the first corner, including JM Honda 

Racing’s Maximilian Werner and VRT Yamaha Racing’s Ivano Van Erp. They eventually 



 

 

fought back up to 20th and 15th respectively. However, the one that came out on top 

after the first turn was Luca Ruffini from MAXBARTMOTOSPORT. On the opening 

lap, Beddini GASGAS Factory Juniors’s Mads Fredsoe followed in 2nd but not for long as 

he made a mistake with his feet slipping off the peg and allowed home rider Bud Racing 

Kawasaki's Mathis Valin to pass him for 2nd.  

Meanwhile, two of the strongest challengers in the title, Gabriel SS24 KTM's Cas 

Valk and Beddini GASGAS Factory Juniors’s Valerio Lata both had a terrible start. Valk 

managed an exceptional comeback from 25th on the opening lap to 7th while Lata had 

issues and could only finished 24th. 

Young Frenchie Valin, surely pushed by the home fans, rode to the occasion and kept 

charging to take the inside of Ruffini on lap 4 and take the lead. Ruffini had another local 

rider going after him on the same lap with WZ Racing Team’s Maxime Grau who perfectly 

executed his move outside-inside to go 2nd.  

Saad Soulimani from Ghidinelli Racing was another great performer as he took a good start 

and moved up to 4th by the lap 8. Soulimani kept attacking and passed Ruffini for 3rd on 

lap 13 of 15 to get a good option for the final podium with Ruffini settling or 4th in the 

end. 

Still on lap 8, Alexis Fueri from Fantic Factory Racing MX2 who had a good start and was 

6th crashed and finished 13th. Notably, local rider Toni Giorgessi rode very strongly to 

finish 6th!  

In the end it was a French 1-2 with Valin comfortably winning in front of Grau giving the 

him passionate fans something to hope for in the second race.  

  

In Race 2, Ruffini made the holeshot once again, and Valin passed him for the lead once 

again but this time in the opening lap. Valk was also on it from the start and moved up to 

2nd. 

A multi-rider crash in the first turn included Grau who made a herculean effort to move 

up to 9th on lap 4. Meanwhile VRT Yamaha Racing’s Karlis Reisulis made his way up to 

3rd showing some good speed and the fastest lap on lap 2. 



 

 

Behind the top 3, Fredsoe and Van Erp managed to pass Ruffini who faded in the race. 

The outstanding Grau found himself in 6th place on lap 6 which showed the hunger of the 

local rider to perform in front of his fans, putting him also on the second stop of the 

podium at that time. Grau started to push behind Van Erp for 5th. While a battle for 

position happened behind, the immaculate leader, Valin pulled away at the lead 

increasing the gap with Valk to 5.2 seconds. 

Fredsoe moved down to 6th on lap 9 as Van Erp and Grau made clever passes with better 

lines while the 2n place was under threat, as Valk made a couple of nervous mistakes with 

an aggressive Reisulis closing on him with 5min + 2 to go.  

On lap 11, a fiery Reisulis committed on his line with a better drive to pass Valk for 2nd and 

the clocking the fastest lap in the same time. Reisulis kept going and began the close the 

gap with Valin but it was time for the French rider to pick up the pace and keep a 

comfortable cushion showing that he was very much in control over the weekend. 

It wasn’t the red plate’s day as Lata had trouble at the start again which made it difficult 

to get good results. He managed to finish in 13th position but lost the red plate to Valin 

and got passed in the standings by Valk too. 

It was the perfect home weekend for Valin who grabbed the maximum point to win his 

first overall of the season and the red plate at the same time, and what better than on 

home soil to do it! Grau was the other incredible rider in France after coming back from 

the last positin in race 2 to finish 4th and 2nd overall! Valk closed the podium with 7-3 

that leaves him in the 2nd place of the Championship, 23 points behind Valin. 

 

 

EMX250 Overall - Top 10 Classification: 1. Mathis Valin (FRA, KAW), 50 points; 2. Maxime Grau (FRA, KTM), 

40 p.; 3. Cas Valk (NED, KTM), 34 p.; 4. Saad Soulimani (MAR, YAM), 33 p.; 5. Karlis Alberts Reisulis (LAT, 

YAM), 31 p.; 6. Mads Fredsoe (DEN, GAS), 31 p.; 7. Luca Ruffini (ITA, HUS), 24 p.; 8. William Askew (GBR, 

KAW), 23 p.; 9. Ivano Van Erp (NED, YAM), 22 p.; 10. Nico Greutmann (SUI, HUS), 20 p 

EMX250 Championship - Top 10 Classification: 1. Mathis Valin (FRA, KAW), 171 points; 2. Cas Valk (NED, 

KTM), 148 p.; 3. Valerio Lata (ITA, GAS), 147 p.; 4. Ivano Van Erp (NED, YAM), 114 p.; 5. Saad Soulimani 

(MAR, YAM), 107 p.; 6. Francisco Garcia (ESP, GAS), 100 p.; 7. Maxime Grau (FRA, KTM), 97 p.; 8. Nico 



 

 

Greutmann (SUI, HUS), 78 p.; 9. Karlis Alberts Reisulis (LAT, YAM), 71 p.; 10. Magnus Smith (DEN, YAM), 60 

p. 

 

 

EMX125 

In Race 1 of the EMX125 Presented by FMF Racing, Filippo Mantovani took the holeshot 

with blistering start but it was a clever move in the inside from Simone Mancini in the 

second turn that put him in the lead with Yamaha Europe EMX125 MJC's Mano Faure 

following closely behind. Mantovani in 3rd with RFME GASGAS MXJunior Team’s Salvador 

Perez 4th after few turns.  

Then with the ruts deepening few riders started to encounter some difficulties such as 

Mantovani who nearly fell down with Jarne Bervoets from Yamaha Europe EMX125 

MJC clipping his front wheel on the Italian’s bike while trying to take him on the outside 

on lap 3. After that, Mantovani lost his way and made some mistakes to finish 12th while 

Bervoets managed a good 5th place in the end. 

Meanwhile as Fantic Factory Racing EMX125’s Noel Zanocz went on the charge after an 

average start and quickly move his way up taking on Mantovani on lap 3 to move 4th and 

then 3rd on lap 6 when Perez completely went out of track after losing control. Perez 

came back straight back to it in 4th where he would stay until the end. 

While Mancini was cruising at the top of the race, Faure crashed out of 2nd with Zanocz 

again benefitting from it and going 2nd. However, the young French was feeling the track 

and came back to overtake the Hungarian red plate and take the 2nd place back on lap 9 

until the end. Zanocz secured his 3rd spot until the end.  

It was an up and down race for another contender for the Championship, Gyan 

Doensen from Racestore KTM Factory Rookies Team who, despite starting well had to 

settle for 8th in the end after never really finding his rhythm.  

In the end it was a comfortable race win for the Italian star Mancini who took a good 

option for the final overall win. 

  



 

 

In race 2, Zanocz this time took the strongest start, with his teammate Mancini just behind 

and Faure 3rd. Maenwhile, a handful of riders went down after a couple of turns with 

Perez and Bervoets involved. 

Doensen managed to stay in the mix in 4th. The top 4 riders kept the same order for a 

while with not many attacks. Following his misshape, Perez climbed his way up pretty 

quickly after coming from the back going just outside the top 20 on lap 3. Markuss 

Ozolins got to 5th early on and kept his rank but started to get threatened by Cole 

McCullough from Maddii Fantic by Milwaukee who whittled the gap down as the race went 

on. On lap 9, while beginning to shape an attack McCullough crashed and let Ozolins off 

the hook. 

Francesco Bellei from Dreams Racing made an excellent come back to mov from 11th to 

5th in the end for 5th overall. The top 4 settled in their position until two laps to go when 

Faure went down which gifted a couple of point for Doensen although the podium was still 

on for the Frenchman as he ended third overall for an important podium at his home round. 

Solid winner Zanocz missed out on the overall win but finished second in the podium and 

kept the red plate.  

It was a strong 1-2 for Mancini that put him on the top step of the podium for the 3rd time 

this year and a good double for Fantic Factory Racing. Mancini is also asserting himself as 

one to watch for the Championship and his teammate and red plate Zanocz wh finished 

2nd overall. 

 

EMX125 Overall - Top 10 Classification: 1. Simone Mancini (ITA, FAN), 47 points; 2. Noel Zanocz (HUN, 

FAN), 45 p.; 3. Mano Faure (FRA, YAM), 40 p.; 4. Gyan Doensen (NED, KTM), 33 p.; 5. Francesco Bellei (ITA, 

KTM), 24 p.; 6. Douwe Van Mechgelen (BEL, FAN), 23 p.; 7. Filippo Mantovani (ITA, KTM), 21 p.; 8. Salvador 

Perez (ESP, GAS), 21 p.; 9. Brando Rispoli (ITA, TM), 17 p.; 10. Alessandro Gaspari (ITA, KTM), 17 p 

EMX125 Championship - Top 10 Classification: 1. Noel Zanocz (HUN, FAN), 190 points; 2. Gyan Doensen 

(NED, KTM), 173 p.; 3. Simone Mancini (ITA, FAN), 166 p.; 4. Mano Faure (FRA, YAM), 159 p.; 5. Salvador 

Perez (ESP, GAS), 150 p.; 6. Francesco Bellei (ITA, KTM), 147 p.; 7. Dani Heitink (NED, YAM), 104 p.; 8. Áron 

Katona (HUN, KTM), 103 p.; 9. Markuss Ozolins (LAT, GAS), 100 p.; 10. Jarne Bervoets (BEL, YAM), 86 p 



 

 

Supersport 300 Cup, 

Supersport 600 Cup, 

Superstock 1000 Cup: 

the season got underway in Croatia 

 

 
 

The first event of the Supersport 300 Cup, Supersport 600 Cup and Superstock 1000 Cup 

took place together with the Alpe Adria Championship at Automotodrom Grobnik in Rijeka, 

Croatia. 

 

SSP300 and SSP600 

After 11 hard-fought laps, the chequered flag of Race 1 declared the win of Daniel Turecek. 

The Czech rider took the victory of the SSP300 ahead of the young Turkish rider Koruk 

Mert and Patrycia Sowa, who started from the pole positions after an amazing qualifying 

session.  

Turecek won also Race 2, this time ahead of Sowa and the young Hungarian rider Kristian 

Szilagyi. 

Double win for Varga Tibor in the SSP600. 

 



 

 

STK 1000 

Slovenian Jerman Marko did not settle for the pole position, setting a double win. He 

literally ruled the weekend in Grobnik ahead of Mate Szamado from Hungary and Max 

Melzer from Austria, who took one second and one third each. 


